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DATA PROCESSING SYSTEMAND METHOD 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

0001. This application is a continuation of co-pending 
U.S. patent application Ser. No. 12/021,971, filed Jan. 29, 
2008, which claims priority to Indian Patent Application 
Serial No. 207/CHF/2007, filed in India on Jan. 31, 2007 
(now abandoned), the entire contents of which are hereby 
incorporated by reference as though fully set forth herein. 

BACKGROUND TO THE INVENTION 

0002. In a data processing system with multiple proces 
sors, an operating system will schedule a thread to execute on 
a processor that becomes free for executing a thread. 
0003. A thread of a program running on the system can be 
bound to a selected processor. The thread will only be 
executed by the selected processor. For example, the operat 
ing system will only schedule the thread to be executed by the 
selected processor. 
0004 Enterprise servers, such as, for example, web serv 
ers or database servers, often contain multiple processors. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0005 Embodiments of the invention will now be 
described by way of example only, with reference to the 
accompanying drawings, in which: 
0006 FIG. 1 shows an embodiment of a method of opti 
mizing an application; 
0007 FIG. 2 shows an embodiment of a method of opti 
mizing an application in more detail; and 
0008 FIG. 3 shows an example of a data processing sys 
tem Suitable for implementing embodiments of the invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS 
OF THE INVENTION 

0009 Embodiments of the invention can be used to auto 
matically optimize an application (that is, a thread or a pro 
cess) on a data processing system having a plurality of pro 
cessors or cells. 
0010. In a system with a plurality of processors (logical 
and/or physical processors), an application may run more 
efficiently on certain processors. For example, on certain 
processors, more instructions of an application may be 
executed in a given time period and/or the application may 
complete its tasks more quickly. The efficiency of an appli 
cation when executing on a processor can be affected by a 
number of factors. For example, in a system with cache 
coherent non-uniform memory access (ccNUMA) architec 
ture, the location of an application's data in memory can 
affect the efficiency of the thread on the various processors of 
the system. In Such architectures (for example, cell-based 
architectures), each processor is associated with its own area 
of memory. An application will communicate faster with 
memory associated with the processor on which it is running 
(i.e. memory within the cell), than with memory associated 
with other cells. 
0011. Also, in certain systems, a system component, Such 
as a network interface card (NIC), may be configured to 
interrupt a predetermined processor when it receives a data 
packet, and an application that processes the data packet may 
run more efficiently on the predetermined processor than on 
other processors. 
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0012 Embodiments of the invention recognise that an 
application will execute more efficiently on a certain proces 
sor. The application may be a user application, or an applica 
tion that is part of the operating system on a data processing 
system, or some other application. An application executing 
more efficiently may have a higher throughput and/or may 
conclude more quickly. Embodiments of the invention may 
therefore analyze the system and the application to determine 
a processor that would execute the application efficiently, and 
may then bind the application to that processor. For example, 
embodiments of the invention determine which system com 
ponents the application interacts with, and/or which areas of 
memory the application interacts with, and binds the appli 
cation to a selected processor accordingly. For example, 
where an application interacts with a particular NIC, or inter 
acts with a particular NIC more than any other NIC, then 
embodiments of the invention may bind the application to a 
processor that is configured to be interrupted by the particular 
NIC. Where an application interacts with a particular area of 
memory in a cell-based architecture, or interacts more with a 
particular area of memory than other areas of memory, then 
embodiments of the invention may bind the application to the 
processor associated with the particular area of memory. 
0013 Embodiments of the invention may improve a num 
ber of types of applications. For example, purchasing from an 
online shopping web site is handled by a data processing 
system. The data processing system may include one or more 
applications that handle transactions for buying products. 
Embodiments of the invention can be used to improve the 
performance of the applications so that, for example, trans 
actions are processed and completed more quickly by the data 
processing system, the data processing system may be able to 
handle more transactions simultaneously, and/or the applica 
tions may be executed on a data processing system of reduced 
capabilities (and therefore reduced cost) with little or no 
reduction in performance. 
0014 FIG. 1 shows a method 100 of optimizing an appli 
cation according to embodiments of the invention. The 
method starts at step 102, which is the information gathering 
phase. In this phase, information is gathered on the configu 
ration of the data processing system and the activity of the 
application to be optimized. The next step is step 104, the 
tuning phase, where the application will be tuned on the data 
processing system. For example, the application will be 
bound to a processor that is associated with a system compo 
nent and/oran area of memory with which the application has 
interacted in the information gathering phase 102. The 
method 100 continues from step 104 to step 106, the verifi 
cation phase, where the performance of the application before 
and after the tuning phase 104 is compared, and one or more 
changes will be undone if necessary if the performance of the 
application has degraded. 
0015 FIG. 2 shows a method 200 of optimizing an appli 
cation in more detail. The information gathering phase 102 of 
the method 100 of FIG. 1 comprises a step 202 of gathering 
system information, followed by a step 204 of analyzing the 
application executing on the data processing system for a first 
period. The application may be an application that was run 
ning before the method 200 of optimizing the application 
started, or an application that was not running before the 
method started but was started before the step 204 of analyz 
ing the application for a first period. 
0016. The step 202 of gathering system information com 
prises obtaining information on which processors and/or cells 
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are present in the data processing system, which system com 
ponents (such as, for example, NICs) are present in the data 
processing system, and which processors are interrupted by 
the system components. 
0017. The step 204 of analyzing the application for a first 
period comprises obtaining a first activity analysis of the 
application and obtaining a first performance analysis of the 
application. Obtaining a first activity analysis of the applica 
tion comprises analyzing the applications interactions with 
any system components and, in a ccNUMA or cell-based 
architecture, analyzing the applications interactions with 
areas of memory. The first activity analysis may also include 
the utilization of each processor in the data processing system 
by all applications utilizing the processors. Obtaining a first 
performance analysis of the application comprises analyzing 
the application's utilization percentage of the processor on 
which it is executing over the first period, and/or obtaining a 
cycles-per-instruction (CPI) value for the application over the 
second period. 
0018. Once the first period is over, the method moves from 
step 204 to the tuning phase. The tuning phase comprises a 
step 206 of selecting a processor for executing the applica 
tion, and a step 208 of binding the application to the processor 
selected in step 206. 
0019. In step 206, a processor is selected for running the 
application, based on the first activity analysis. This may be 
based on one or more of a number of factors. The activity 
analysis may reveal that the application processes packets 
from one or more system components. The activity analysis 
may additionally or alternatively reveal that the application 
interacts with one or more areas of memory, where each area 
of memory is associated with a particular processor in a 
cell-based architecture. 

0020. In certain embodiments, where the application pro 
cesses packets from one or more system components, then the 
selected processor may be a processor that is interrupted by 
one of the system components. For example, if the application 
processes a large number of packets from a system, such as a 
number of packets above a threshold amount, then the 
selected processor will be the processor that is interrupted by 
that system component. If the application processes a large 
number of packets from a number of system components, 
then the system component providing the largest number of 
components may be considered, and the processor that is 
interrupted by that component selected. 
0021. If a processor is not selected as above, then a pro 
cessor may be selected based on the applications interaction 
with memory, where the data processor system comprises a 
cell-based architecture. For example, where the application 
interacts with a memory area associated with a processor, 
then that processor will be selected. Where the application 
interacts with multiple areas of memory associated with 
respective processors, then a processor will be selected that 
will provide the application with the greatest performance 
enhancement. For example, the application may have inter 
acted with the area of memory associated with the selected 
processor the greatest number of times during the first period, 
or the area of memory associated with the selected processor 
may have provided the application with the greatest propor 
tion of memory used by the application. 
0022. In alternative embodiments, a processor may be 
selected based on memory usage before interaction with sys 
tem components. 
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0023. A processor may also be selected based on the first 
performance analysis obtained during the first period. For 
example, a processor may not be selected where the utilisa 
tion of the processor by all applications exceeded a threshold 
level. 
0024. Once a processor has been selected in step 206, the 
method 200 advances to step 208 where the application is 
bound to the selected processor. This causes the operating 
system to schedule the application to execute on the selected 
processor during Subsequent execution. As a result, the appli 
cation will only be executed by the selected processor, and the 
application may subsequently be executed more efficiently by 
the selected processor, and hence by the data processing 
system. If the selected processor is the processor which was 
executing the application before the binding in step 208, then 
the application may still be bound to that processor, as this 
may prevent or reduce the chance of the operating system 
Subsequently scheduling the application on a different pro 
CSSO. 

0025. Once the application has been bound to the selected 
processor in step 208, the method 200 advances to the veri 
fication phase, comprising a step 210 of analyzing the appli 
cation executing on the data processing system for a second 
period, a step 212 of comparing the performance of the appli 
cation in step 210 with that in step 204, and a step 214 of 
undoing the changes (i.e. the binding of the application to the 
selected processor) if necessary. 
0026. In step 210, the performance of the application is 
analyzed for a second period to obtain a second performance 
analysis. Obtaining a second performance analysis of the 
application comprises analyzing the application's utilization 
percentage of the processor on which it is executing over the 
second period, and/or obtaining a cycles-per-instruction 
(CPI) value for the application over the second period. Before 
the first period begins, embodiments of the invention may 
wait for a predetermined settling time to allow the selected 
processor to perform any initializations that occur when the 
application is first executed on the selected processor, such as 
population of the processor's cache due to memory accesses 
by the application, as the application may run inefficiently 
during this time. 
0027. Once the second performance analysis has been 
obtained in step 210, the method 200 advances to step 212 
where the first performance analysis, obtained in step 204, is 
compared with the second performance analysis, to deter 
mine if the performance of the system has degraded, for 
example if the application is running less efficiently on the 
second processor than its original processor. If this is the case, 
then, in step 214 of the method 200, the binding of the appli 
cation to the processor selected in step 206 is removed. The 
application may then be bound to the processor that was 
executing the application before the start of the method 200. 
From step 214, the method 200 ends at step 216. 
(0028. The effective cycles per instruction (CPI) value of 
an application can be calculated over a period of time using 
the following formula: 

CP = total clock cycles 
T Instructions retired - NOPs retired 

0029. A higher CPI value indicates that a processor 
requires more clock cycles for executing each instruction. 
Therefore, where all of the relevant processors of the data 
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processing system have the same or similar clock frequency, 
a higher CPI value indicates less efficient execution of the 
application. 
0030 Embodiments of the invention may omit the verifi 
cation phase if it is assumed that the application will execute 
more efficiently on the selected processor, and/or the overall 
data processing system will run more efficiently. 
0031 Embodiments of the invention may optimize a num 
ber of applications running on a data processing system, and 
not just a single application. For example, embodiments of 
the invention may carry out the method 200 of optimizing an 
application on each application to be optimized in turn. 
0032 Embodiments of the invention may be implemented 
on a number of operating systems. For example, embodi 
ments of the invention can be implemented on the HP-UX 
operating system. In this case, certain system calls may be 
used to gather information about the data processing system 
and/or any applications running on it. For example, a list of 
processors in the data processing system and, with cell-based 
architectures, may be obtained using the pstat() and/or mpctl( 
) system calls, information on system components (such as 
NICs) can be obtained using the dlpi( ) and ioctl() system 
calls, and the mpctl() system call can be used to bind appli 
cations to certain processors. Other operating systems may 
provide similar system calls or other facilities to obtain the 
information. 
0033 Embodiments of the invention may be used to opti 
mize multiple applications on a data processing system. Dur 
ing the first period, the data processor utilization of all appli 
cations on the data processing system is measured, and the 
applications with the highest data processor utilization are 
selected. For example, the ten applications with the highest 
utilization are selected, or applications with a utilization 
above a threshold value are selected. Alternatively, a list of 
selected applications is provided. 
0034. After the analysis period, a data processor prefer 
ence list is created for each selected application. The prefer 
ence list is ordered based on the performance benefit expected 
on each data processor. For example, where an application 
communicates a large amount with a NIC that interrupts a first 
data processor and a small amount with a NIC that interrupts 
a second data processor, then the first data processor may 
appear top of the preference list, followed by the second data 
processor, followed by, for example, a third data processor. 
0035 Each selected application is bound to the data pro 
cessor at the top of the preference list for that application. If 
this is not possible, for example if the utilization on the data 
processor was above a threshold value during the first period, 
then the next data processor in the preference list is chosen, 
and so on until the application is bound to a data processor. 
0036 Embodiments of the invention may periodically 
optimize one or more applications. 
0037 FIG. 3 shows an example of a data processing sys 
tem300 suitable for implementing embodiments of the inven 
tion. The system 300 comprises a first processor 302 and a 
second processor 304, although alternative systems may 
include more than two processors. The system 300 includes 
memory 306. The system 300 may also include a permanent 
storage device 308, Such as a hard disk, and/or a communi 
cations device 310 for communicating with a wired and/or 
wireless network, such as a LAN, WAN, internet or other 
network. The system 300 may also include a display device 
and/or an input device, such as, for example, a mouse and/or 
keyboard. 
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0038. It will be appreciated that embodiments of the 
present invention can be realised in the form of hardware, 
software or a combination of hardware and software. Any 
such software may be stored in the form of volatile or non 
Volatile storage Such as, for example, a storage device like a 
ROM, whether erasable or rewritable or not, or in the form of 
memory Such as, for example, RAM, memory chips, device 
or integrated circuits or on an optically or magnetically read 
able medium such as, for example, a CD, DVD, magnetic disk 
or magnetic tape. It will be appreciated that the storage 
devices and storage media are embodiments of machine 
readable storage that are suitable for storing a program or 
programs that, when executed, implement embodiments of 
the present invention. Accordingly, embodiments provide a 
program comprising code for implementing a system or 
method as claimed in any preceding claim and a machine 
readable storage storing Such a program. Still further, 
embodiments of the present invention may be conveyed elec 
tronically via any medium such as a communication signal 
carried over a wired or wireless connection and embodiments 
Suitably encompass the same. 
0039 All of the features disclosed in this specification 
(including any accompanying claims, abstract and drawings), 
and/or all of the steps of any method or process so disclosed, 
may be combined in any combination, except combinations 
where at least some of such features and/or steps are mutually 
exclusive. 
0040. Each feature disclosed in this specification (includ 
ing any accompanying claims, abstract and drawings), may 
be replaced by alternative features serving the same, equiva 
lent or similar purpose, unless expressly stated otherwise. 
Thus, unless expressly stated otherwise, each feature dis 
closed is one example only of a generic series of equivalent or 
similar features. 

0041. The invention is not restricted to the details of any 
foregoing embodiments. The invention extends to any novel 
one, or any novel combination, of the features disclosed in 
this specification (including any accompanying claims, 
abstract and drawings), or to any novel one, or any novel 
combination, of the steps of any method or process So dis 
closed. The claims should not be construed to cover merely 
the foregoing embodiments, but also any embodiments which 
fall within the scope of the claims. 

1.-19. (canceled) 
20. A system comprising: 
a plurality of processors; and 
memory coupled to the plurality of processors, each pro 

cessor of the plurality of processors being associated 
with a respective area of memory, the memory having 
instructions stored thereon that, when executed by at 
least one processor of the plurality of processors, cause 
the at least one processor to: 
analyze an application for a first period to obtain a first 

application activity analysis that includes interactions 
of the application with areas of memory, 

identify a target processor, of the plurality of processors, 
that is associated with an area of memory used by the 
application, according to the interactions of the appli 
cation with areas of memory included in the first 
application activity analysis, and 

bind the application to the target processor. 
21. The system of claim 20, wherein the target processor is 

associated with an area of memory having a greatest number 
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of interactions with the application in the first period, accord 
ing to the first application activity analysis. 

22. The system of claim 20, wherein the first application 
activity analysis includes utilization of each processor during 
the first period. 

23. The system of claim 22, wherein the instructions that 
cause the at least one processor to identify the target processor 
are to identify the target processor from among processors 
with utilization, according to the first application activity 
analysis, below a threshold value. 

24. The system of claim 20, further comprising instructions 
that, when executed by the at least one processor, cause the at 
least one processor to: 

measure performance of the application for the first period 
to obtain a first performance analysis, 

measure performance of the application for a second 
period after binding of the application to the target pro 
cessor, to obtain a second performance analysis, 

compare the first performance analysis and the second 
performance analysis, and 

undo the binding if comparison of the first performance 
analysis and the second performance analysis indicates 
that performance of the application has degraded after 
the binding. 

25. The system of claim 24, wherein the comparison indi 
cates that performance of the application has degraded if the 
first performance analysis has a higher cycles-per-instruction 
value than the second performance analysis. 

26. The system of claim 20, wherein the application is of a 
plurality of applications, and 

the instructions are to cause the at least one processor to: 
analyze, over the first period, the plurality of applica 

tions to obtain respective first application activity 
analyses, the first application activity analyses includ 
ing processor utilization percentage for respective 
applications, 

choose, as selected applications, applications having 
greater processor utilization percentage than other 
applications of the plurality of applications, 

create processor preference lists for respective selected 
applications, where a processor preference list for a 
selected application list the processors in decreasing 
order according to numbers of interactions between 
the processors and the selected application, and 

bind each of the selected applications to a highest pref 
erence processor of a respective processor preference 
list, the highest preference processor having a total 
utilization during the first period below a threshold 
value. 

27. The system of claim 26, wherein the applications hav 
ing greater processor utilization percentage are applications 
having processor utilization percentage above a predeter 
mined threshold or are a predetermined number of applica 
tions having highest processor utilization percentages. 

28. A method comprising: 
analyzing an application for a first period to obtain a first 

application activity analysis that includes interactions of 
the application with areas of memory, where different 
areas of memory are associated with a respective pro 
cessor of a plurality of processors; 

identifying a target processor, from the plurality of proces 
Sors, that is associated with an area of memory used by 
the application, according to the interactions of the 
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application with areas of memory included in the first 
application activity analysis; and 

binding the application to the target processor. 
29. The method of claim 28, wherein the target processor is 

associated with an area of memory having a greatest number 
of interactions with the application in the first period, accord 
ing to the first application activity analysis. 

30. The method of claim 28, wherein the first application 
activity analysis includes utilization of each processor during 
the first period, and 

the identifying the target processor identifies the target 
processor from among processors with utilization below 
a threshold value. 

31. The method of claim 28, further comprising: 
measuring performance of the application for the first 

period to obtain a first performance analysis, 
measuring performance of the application for a second 

period after binding of the application to the target pro 
cessor, to obtain a second performance analysis; and 

undoing the binding if the first performance analysis has a 
higher cycles-per-instruction value than the second per 
formance analysis. 

32. The method of claim 28, further comprising: 
analyzing, over the first period, a plurality of applications 

that includes the application, to obtain respective first 
application activity analyses, the first application activ 
ity analyses including processor utilization percentage 
for respective applications; 

choosing, as selected applications, applications having 
greater processor utilization percentage than other appli 
cations of the plurality of applications; 

creating processor preference lists for respective selected 
applications, where a processor preference list for a 
Selected application list the processors in decreasing 
order according to numbers of interactions between the 
processors and the selected application; and 

binding each of the selected applications to a highest pref 
erence processor of a respective processor preference 
list, the highest preference processor having a total uti 
lization during the first period below a threshold value. 

33. A non-transitory computer readable medium storing 
instructions executable by a processor of a system that has a 
plurality of processors and memory, the non-transitory com 
puter readable medium comprising: 

instructions to analyze an application for a first period to 
obtain a first application activity analysis that includes 
interactions of the application with areas of memory, 
where different areas of memory are associated with a 
respective processor of the plurality of processors; 

instructions to identify a target processor, from among the 
plurality of processors, that is associated with an area of 
memory used by the application, according to the inter 
actions of the application with areas of memory included 
in the first application activity analysis; and 

instructions to bind the application to the target processor. 
34. The non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 

33, wherein the instructions to identify the target processor 
are to identify the target processor associated with an area of 
memory having a greatest number of interactions with the 
application in the first period, according to the first applica 
tion activity analysis. 

35. The non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 
33, wherein the first application activity analysis includes 
utilization of each processor during the first period. 
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36. The non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 
35, wherein the instructions to identify the target processor 
are to identify the target processor from among processors 
with utilization, according to the first application activity 
analysis, below a threshold value. 

37. The non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 
33, further comprising: 

instructions to measure performance of the application for 
the first period to obtain a first performance analysis, 

instructions to measure performance of the application for 
a second period after binding of the application to the 
target processor, to obtain a second performance analy 
sis; and 

instructions to undo the binding if the first performance 
analysis has a higher cycles-per-instruction value than 
the second performance analysis. 

38. The non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 
33, further comprising: 

instructions to analyze, over the first period, a plurality of 
applications that includes the application, to obtain 
respective first application activity analyses, the first 
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application activity analyses including processor utili 
Zation percentage for respective applications; 

instructions to choose, as selected applications, applica 
tions having greater processor utilization percentage 
than other applications of the plurality of applications; 

instructions to create processor preference lists for respec 
tive selected applications, where a processor preference 
list for a selected application list the processors in 
decreasing order according to numbers of interactions 
between the processors and the selected application; and 

instructions to bind each of the selected applications to a 
highest preference processor of a respective processor 
preference list, the highest preference processor having 
a total utilization during the first period below a thresh 
old value. 

39. The non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 
38, wherein the applications having greater processor utiliza 
tion percentage are applications having processor utilization 
percentage above a predetermined threshold or are a prede 
termined number of applications having highest processor 
utilization percentages. 

k k k k k 


